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Over the course of the last year of Don’s life, I had the good fortune to speak with him  
twice by telephone first on 7-27-07, and later on 2-26-08.   

 
Before he came to the phone on the second call, Don’s wife, Billie, told me that Don had 
already had two heart attacks, a stroke and now had a pace maker. Married to him at the 

time of the War, Billie “recollected” Don saying that “his plane came back from the 
Kassel Mission with only one bullet hole in it, and that one from American [friendly] 

fire.” His plane was untouched by the Luftwaffe! 
 

Following are Don’s words as he answered some questions about the Kassel Mission: 

 
There was no secondary target in briefing.  

 
Something that I have never told anyone – we were up there in a damn hurricane, 75 mph 
winds! We were creeping along against the wind when this happened.  

 
We did turn at the IP. The command and several other groups knew they were turning left 

off the course. We were deputy lead, and when you’re deputy lead, you do what lead 
plane does. We can’t tell him what to do. If he’s wrong, we have to follow right with that 
lead. They turned left to the north, and I could record a slow turn to the north then 

northeast then swinging around to a big circle, circling back to when they hit us. It was a 
hard thing to figure. I had to average all the turns.  

 
I gave presentation on this in Savannah in 1999 at a reunion. I gave Joe Dzenowagis all 
the papers from that presentation. I asked Joe to send Linda a copy too.  

 
We went 12 minutes beyond the IP. Nobody dropped unless on the lead crew. 

 
I had the IP the way it was supposed to be. But then the lead crew gave the wrong course 
and dropped left. On the 8 minutes we were supposed to drop, off to my right were the 

smokes coming down from the group ahead of us. Course we wasn’t going to say 
anything because the lead tells us what to do. I didn’t see them [the bombs] go down. I 

was too busy trying to figure out the turns. We went past the primary target to Gottingen. 
There was [sic] no fighters hitting us. 
 

Major McCoy was in the window when the lead plane was hit, motioning, trying to signal 
something to [Deputy Lead Pilot] Web Uebelhoer. McCoy was out in the waist of the 

plane waving, and Uebelhoer couldn’t get a signal for what he was trying to tell him. 
When the fighters hit us, I don’t know—when was he—he’s standing out trying to get 
Uebelhoer’s attention.  

 



When I went into headquarters that evening, six of us officers, and God, there they were 
up there, A bird or a general, turned to me and asked, “What do you think what 

happened?” There I was, and when I went in, when I was there…I had all my records in a 
satchel [upon landing]. The Group Navigator there [in that meeting]—that group 

navigator went right in and grabbed my suitcase and ran with it.  
 
I talked with those generals. I stood up and looked at them and said, “I’m sorry, the 

Group Navigator has al my info. From what I remember, we went 20 miles beyond our 
bomb site. We were off to the left. I was about 20 knots beyond what we went on. When 

everybody got done, a lieutenant colonel came up to me and said, “You were right on the 
money. We have one ship that took a picture. We have a picture from the film ship.”  
 

Someone else told me that it [the cloud cover] opened up and they could get a picture.  
 

  


